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Round Kamika - Tuscan
wall offered in 52 inches
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Kamika
Cool fun all summer
Why try and cram a whole summer of fun into one or two short weeks?
A new KAMIKA Aquarian pool makes your summer fun last all
summer. Afternoons for the kids. Cooling and relaxing after a long day
of work. Pool parties and barbecues with friends on the weekends. It’s
like one endless summer of cool fun for the whole family.
LASTING STYLE AND VALUE FOR YOUR BACKYARD
Our pool brings unique style and beauty to your yard with design-inspired
walls. Khaki colored co-ordinated posts and top ledges add a graceful
touch. This look complements any backyard and any taste. And this new
Aquarian pool looks beautiful year after year, while it adds value to your
lifestyle.

SIZES (FEET)
Round A-Brace Oval
12
12 x 18
15
12 x 24
18
16 x 26
21
16 x 32
24
18 x 33
27
18 x 38
30
18 x 44
33

NBS oval Kamika - Tuscan wall offered in 52 inches

DURABLE AQUARIAN POOLS LAST SUMMER AFTER SUMMER
Our pool stands up to whatever kids can dish out, while it handles any
weather with ease. Our 7˝ resin ledge resists weather, water and wear.
Durable 6˝ resin upright posts with unique interlocking resin caps and
resin foot collars give the whole package strength, support and style.
The Kamika frame consists entirely of all-resin components to resist
corrosion and withstand the test of time.

NBS Oval
10 x 16
10 x 21
12 x 18
12 x 24
16 x 26
16 x 32
18 x 33
18 x 38
18 x 44

3/25 pro-rated warranty

YEARS OF EASY MAINTENANCE
The oval pool brings the ultimate in style to your yard with a fun, flexible
shape. Added engineering means long life, easy care and more useable
yard space. Available with traditional angle bracing or a space-saving
Narrow Buttress System (NBS). Your pool installs easily. Ledges, caps and
posts fit snugly and securely. Skimmer and return outlets come pre-punched.

Round Kamika - Tuscan wall offered in 52 inches

STEEL WALL COMPONENTS

DO IT YOURSELF INSTALLATION

1.
2.
3.
4.

If you’re handy with a screwdriver, then you can easily assemble your
own Aquarian pool. We’ve designed each pool to make installation
problem-free—no multi-sized washers or nuts to worry about. Just one
large screw type is used to assemble the entire pool and we provide
easy-to-follow instructions.
One-piece resin foot collar
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Ledge, cap and post
designed for a secure fit

Heavy-duty angle
brace system

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Plasticized SP coating
Molten zinc coat
Primer coat
Application of an alkaline
solution to cleanse the
oxides
Ultra-resistant polymer
Heat-hardened inlay
Primer coat
Chromate anti-rust coat
Steel wall core
Application of an alkaline
solution to cleanse the
oxides

